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Inside the Recovery trial: how 
scientists found the first 
proven Covid treatment

Martin Landray and Peter Horby broke the mould with a 

massive randomised clinical trial that was set up in only ten 

days. As part of a series to mark 12 months of Covid, Rhys 

Blakely looks at the game-changing Recovery trial

CORONAVIRUS:  A YEAR ON

Rhys Blakely, Science Correspondent Wednesday December 30 2020, 12.01am, The Times

T he journey towards the one treatment proven to save the

lives of Covid patients began on a London bus.

It was March 9 and Martin Landray, professor of medicine and

epidemiology at Oxford University, was travelling from Marylebone

Station to the o�ces of the Wellcome Trust, the research charity, on

Euston Road. He was sitting next to Sir Jeremy Farrar, the Wellcome

director, and they were discussing the grim stories emerging from

intensive care units in northern Italy swamped with coronavirus

patients.

“Doctors there were describing it as a war

zone — it was truly horrific,” Professor

Landray said. “They were floundering

around doing the best that they could in

these really really di�cult circumstances.

And Jeremy said to me, ‘Well, I think the UK

is probably only two weeks behind.’ ”

Faced with a new virus, nobody knew what

treatments worked. “We agreed that we

needed to have a clinical trial up and

running in advance of the tsunami hitting.”

Ten days later, what would soon become the world’s largest trial

evaluating potential therapies enrolled its first NHS patient.

Professor Landray and his team had crammed work that might

normally have taken the best part of a year into little more than a

week.

Within 100 days, the project — known as the Recovery trial — had

made three major discoveries that transformed Covid-19 care

worldwide. The malaria drug hydroxychloroquine and the HIV/Aids

medicine lopinavir-ritonavir showed no benefit in hospitalised Covid-

19 patients, confounding the expectations of many experts and lay

advocates.

But a steroid called dexamethasone was e�ective. It was, Professor

Landray says, a “beautiful” result — a cheap drug already stocked in

virtually every hospital pharmacy and available around the world had

cut the chances of the most ill patients dying by as much as a third.

Since June, the drug is estimated to have saved as many as 1.4 million

lives around the world.

The achievement is a testament to cool-headed scientific rigour.

Faced with a disease for which there was no cure, other countries

flung the medicine cabinet at Covid without measuring the e�ects. In

the United States more than 100,000 people have been injected with

antibody-rich blood plasma harvested from those who recovered.

Remarkably, there is still no solid evidence for whether or not it

works.

As the pandemic first gathered steam, hospitals were braced to run

out of ventilators and beds amid fears that sick and isolating sta�

would leave wards unmanned. Panic was an understandable reaction.

But under the watch of Professor Landray and his colleague Peter

Horby, professor of emerging infectious diseases at Oxford, the UK

chose another route. Potential treatments would be tested

methodically and at scale.

Arbitrary judgment calls by individual doctors would be replaced by

an organised system of random decisions, from which it would be

possible to learn.

The Recovery trial has now recruited more than 20,000 volunteers —

NHS hospital patients who agreed to take part while they were

seriously ill, often struggling to breathe and cut o� from loved ones.

Some have been given unproven drugs; who gets what is decided via a

kind of lottery when they are admitted.

To judge whether these medicines have any e�ect, other patients —

the control groups — get the standard NHS care only. This is what is

known as a randomised controlled trial (RCT), the research gold

standard.

Such trials usually take months to set up, a luxury that Professor

Horby, who has led Recovery alongside Professor Landray, realised

was not available. He had worked in Asia on Sars, a virus closely

related to the one that causes Covid-19. In late January he was struck

by a Chinese friend’s description of the strict cordon sanitaire around

Wuhan.

He remembers thinking: “The Chinese government wouldn’t be doing

this unless they were extremely concerned.”

Days later another Chinese colleague — a co-author of the first clinical

description of Covid-19, published in The Lancet — died of the

disease. “In flu, you don’t see clinicians getting sick and dying,”

Professor Horby told The Times earlier this year. “That’s what made

me think, ‘this is more much more Sars-like than flu-like and it’s

potentially very nasty.’ ”

He’d seen, first-hand, how in other disease outbreaks firm

conclusions on whether treatments worked had eluded researchers.

In 2015 scientists raced to set up RCTs to find treatments for ebola in

West Africa. The epidemic burnt itself out before they could enrol

enough patients.

“It can’t be business as normal,” he said. “Most clinical trials take

more than a year to get o� the ground. Most outbreaks only last six to

eight weeks in any one location. If you don’t act very, very quickly you

miss it.”

So as Covid-19 carved its way through Italy in March, the Recovery

trial was created at breakneck pace.

Success hung on one simple thing: overburdened medical sta� would

have to ask severely ill patients whether they would give their

consent to take part. Professor Landray thought back to being a junior

doctor in the early 1990s, working 108-hour weeks. “You don't have

time to eat or go to the loo, let alone anything else,” he said.

He also took note of a pivotal trial that ran in the late 1980s which

recruited 17,000 patients who had just survived acute heart attacks

and worked out that giving them clot-busters and aspirin to thin the

blood saved lives.

That trial relied on a stripped-down protocol — a bare-bones set of

guidelines that made no ethical shortcuts but recognised the pressure

on frontline medics.

“On the front page of the protocol, it says: ‘By far the most important

determinant of the success of the trial is the extent to which the

responsible physicians and nurses choose to enter their patients.

Hence the extra work must be and is absolutely minimal.”

“I had a copy of that on my desk as I was writing the protocol for

Recovery,” Professor Landray said.

There was an overarching edict from the four chief medical o�cers of

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Every hospital in the

UK was told that participating in Recovery was a priority. Clinical

research would be embedded in the standard of care. Background

patient information already held by the NHS — information such as

age, race and underlying illnesses — would simplify the research

process, and research nurses were rapidly redeployed.

The big payo� came in June. After months of bleak coronavirus

updates, the world was more than ready for good news. It came in the

form of dexamethasone.

Professor Landray was sent the result in a PDF file. About 2,100

patients who had been given the steroid were compared to a control

group of about 4,300. “There was something there which was quite

obviously game-changing,” he told The Times soon after the findings

were made public.

The data was unambiguous and the e�ect far greater than anybody

had anticipated: the steroid had reduced deaths among Covid-19

patients ill enough to be ventilated by about a third. It appears to

calm their overactive immune systems.

It costs about 50p a day and for every eight ventilated patients

treated a life had been saved. If used in Britain from the outset of the

pandemic it could have prevented 5,000 deaths by June. Within hours

of the results being released, it was standard NHS care.

“It’s a result that is as relevant for an expensive intensive care unit in

New York City as for any small town you care to mention, in the Far

East or Africa or the UK — I mean, it’s just beautiful,” Professor

Landray said.

Across the world the pandemic has led to a profound reorganisation

of scientific priorities. More than 74,000 research papers have been

written that deal with Covid — more than twice as many as there are

about polio or measles, diseases that have claimed lives for centuries.

But a large majority of the clinical trials that were rushed into

existence to assess possible treatments recruited far too few

volunteers to ever have a chance of delivering statistically robust

results. Work has been senselessly duplicated: more than 200

separate trials have looked at hydroxychloroquine, to the despair of

senior scientists. During the summer Sir Jeremy complained that a

huge amount of Covid research was “very disorganised . . . the clinical

community does need to take a harsh look at ourselves”. Forty per

cent of trials had enrolled fewer than 100 patients, he said, making

them pointless.

Meanwhile, politics began to bleed into clinical decisions.

Hydroxychloroquine was endorsed by President Trump, who chose to

take it as a prophylactic measure. It didn’t prevent him from catching

Covid. Nor did it help to save the lives of hospitalised Recovery trial

patients.

Professor Landray hadn’t anticipated that Covid treatments would

become ideological issues.

“When one looks around the world, there have been some fairly

dominant political figures — ‘charismatic’, if you want to be kind,” he

said. “But it was slightly surprising that politicians decided to throw

their weight behind a particular drug. It seems an odd thing to do.”

He was less surprised that elements of the medical community chose

to champion untested therapies — “because an awful lot of medicine .

. . is not based on the best evidence.”

Take, for instance, vitamin D. Low levels have been associated with all

manner of ailments, from hip fracture to heart disease to cancer to

Covid. Nobody knows for sure whether supplements would have an

impact.

Another example: how long a course of antibiotics should a child with

an ear infection be given? Three days? Five? Seven? Nobody really has

a clue. The RCTs have never been done.

In general, Professor Landray argues, it has been too di�cult to carry

out large trials to find conclusive answers. “Why don’t we do the

randomised trial, understand what works and what doesn’t?”

He would like one legacy of Covid to be more RCTs being built into

the fabric of care in the UK. “There are a lot of lost opportunities to

learn how best to treat patients,” he said. “It’s going to be critical that

we don’t say, ‘Oh well that was Covid — and now we'll go back to

business as normal’. Because business as normal wasn’t actually

terribly smart.”

The pandemic enforced a change in mindset. “No corners were cut

but all the dead time that happens usually when things are being

reviewed — you know, ‘You've got ten days to respond’ or ‘The next

committee meeting is in a fortnight’ — all that disappeared and

everything was done: bang, bang, bang.

“It’s amazing what you can achieve when people are allowed to

actually make decisions rather than defer onwards to the next

committee.”

Intensive care units have gotten to grips with the coronavirus in other

ways. Faced with patients battling to breathe, doctors had turned

initially to invasive ventilation, inserting tubes into their airways to

pump oxygen in, a process known as intubation.

Early in the spring there was a scramble to build more ventilators but

tactics soon shifted. At the peak of the first wave, which was about

April 1, about one in six men and one in ten women admitted to

hospital were intubated. That dropped o� quite quickly — at the

beginning of June it was only about one in 20 people, according to

Ewen Harrison, professor of surgery and data science at the

University of Edinburgh.

Other factors have almost certainly contributed to lower mortality,

including the use of anti-blood clotting medicines and better

management of patients’ fluid levels. Many have received remdesivir,

an antiviral that may speed recovery times (though the evidence is

vague). Doctors and nurses have also refined techniques such as

“proning”, where patients are placed on to their front, which allows

better lung function. Experts also suspect that as the year went on

intensive care patients were, on average, less sick than they had been.

But the hunt for treatments continues. “That the trials happened is

incredible,” Professor Landray said. “That we got the dexamethasone

result is incredible. It is incredible in a good and a bad way that this is

the largest trial in the world. It is a shame that other countries haven’t

done this.”

He worries that we will become used to seeing daily Covid death

figures.

“We see these numbers, like a sort of stock exchange ticker on the top

of any newspaper website. But each number is a person and behind

each number is a story.

“For the patients who’ve been admitted to hospital, one in four, one

in five of those patients are no longer with us. That’s the tragedy of

this thing. It’s so important that when one thinks about the successes

of the research that you remember that there’s a collection of 20,000

individual stories — a�ecting patients and their families and their

loved ones — behind it.

Their contributions at a very, very di�cult time is what made this

possible. And now we know how to treat future patients better,

di�erently, and we’ll continue working on that.”

Tomorrow: Tom Whipple, our science editor, on the origins of the

virus
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more randomised clinical trials 
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